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Abstract— An increasing number of research groups develop
dedicated hybrid analog/digital very large scale integration
(VLSI) devices implementing hundreds of spiking neurons with
bio–physically realistic dynamics.
However, despite the significant progress in their design, there
is still little insight in translating circuitry of neural assemblies
into desired (non-trivial) function.
In this work, we propose to use neural circuits implementing the
soft Winner–Take–All (WTA) function. By showing that recur-
rently connected instances of them can have persistent activity
states, which can be used as a form of working memory, we argue
that such circuits can perform state–dependent computation.
We demonstrate such a network in a distributed neuromorphic
system consisting of two multi–neuron chips implementing soft
WTA, stimulated by an event–based vision sensor. The resulting
network is able to track and remember the position of a localized
stimulus along a trajectory previously encoded in the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The brain is able to process its sensory modalities and
achieve complex behavior with great performance and robust-
ness, requiring very little power. This has motivated several
scientists to focus their efforts in the design of low–power
hybrid silicon analog/digital circuits implementing neurons
and synapses [1], which operate in parallel and respond in real-
time. If such devices could be deployed and interconnected in
a way to perform the function desired by the user, they could
become ideal computational modules for event–driven sensory
systems including silicon cochleae and/or retinae [2], [3].
There is no doubt that the remarkable capabilities of the
brain emerge from the numerous interactions between its
different subunits. In fact, it has been argued that a good
candidate model for a canonical micro-circuit, potentially
used as a general purpose cortical computational unit is the
soft Winner-Take-All (WTA) circuit [4], and that recurrently
connected instances of them is able to perform any desired
computation [5].
Complex behavior requiring the sequential completion of a
number of subtasks [6] can be performed by making use
of persistent activity states, which act as a form of working
memory. In Sec. II, we demonstrate the existence of persistent
activity states in the soft WTA, and argue that they can
be used for state–dependent computation. In Sec. III, we
present a neuromorphic setup consisting of two recurrently
connected multi–neuron chips implementing a soft WTA and
using persistent activity states to process the sensory output
of an event–based vision sensor in a state–dependent fashion.
II. RECURRENTLY COUPLED LINEAR THRESHOLD UNITS
FOR STUDYING SPIKING NEURON ACTIVITY
The theoretical analysis of networks of spiking neurons can
be carried out using models based on Linear Threshold Units
(LTUs), which represent the mean firing rate of biological
neurons [7]–[9]. In a soft WTA of the type described in
Fig. 1(a), only a localized population of neurons is active at
any given time (often described as a “bump” of activity [10]),
such that the active population behaves approximatively as a
single LTU [7]. Thus, for the analysis in this section, we can
model an active population and its recurrent couplings in the
soft WTA and the global inhibition with a pair of LTUs. In this
model, the excitatory units excite themselves with weight we
and their respective inhibitory unit with weight wei. When
the inhibitory units are active, they inhibit their respective
excitatory units with weight wie (see Fig. 1(a)).
Our goal is to associate two features of a common stimulus,
each of which will be represented by one soft WTA (see
Sec. III). Therefore we will study the persistent activity
states in two pairs of LTUs whose excitatory units are bi–
directionally coupled with weight γ. The dynamics of both
pairs of LTUs can then be expressed as:
τ x˙e1 = −xe1 + σ
(
wexe1 − wiexi1 + ξγxe2 − T + I1
)
τ x˙i1 = −xi1 + σ
(
weixe1 − T
)
τ x˙e2 = −xe2 + σ
(
wexe2 − wiexi2 + ξγxe1 − T + I2
)
τ x˙i2 = −xi2 + σ
(
weixi2 − T
)
where σ = max(0, x) is a half–wave rectification non–
linearity, ξ ∈ {0, 1} is a binary variable specifying the state of
the coupling between both pairs of LTUs, T is the threshold
of the LTU, I1 and I2 are the time–dependant external inputs
to the respective excitatory units and τ is the time constant of
the LTUs.
A. Existence of a persistent activity state
We study the range of parameters in which the persistent
activity state exists, even in the absence of input (I1 = 0, I2 =
0). It can be easily shown that the equilibrium state and the
largest eigenvalue of the Jacobian of the single–pair system
are identical to those of the double–pair system. Therefore the
stability analysis may be reduced to the case xe1 = xe2 ≡ xe,
xi1 = xi2 ≡ xi.
The nullclines, which are the curves defined by x˙e = 0 and
x˙i = 0, are useful for identifying equilibrium points. In the
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(a) LTU model (b) Nullclines
Fig. 1. Analysis of LTU model of recurrently coupled soft WTA (a) (bottom)
shows the architecture of the soft WTA network used in our chips. The
excitatory neurons (white) excite their nearest neighbors and the inhibitory
neurons. The inhibitory neurons (gray) inhibit the excitatory neurons back,
leading to a single region of activity in the excitatory neurons. (a) (top) The
LTU model of two recurrently coupled soft WTA. (b) Nullclines of the LTU
model. The curves indicate when x˙e or x˙i change sign and their intersection
defines an equilibrium point of the system. From this figure, we see that the
intersection occurs only when the slope of x˙i is larger than the one of x˙e.
linear region of σ, i.e. σ(x) = x, they can be respectively
expressed as:
x˙e = 0 ⇔ {(xi, xe)| xi = (we + γ − 1)xe − T
wie
}
x˙i = 0 ⇔ {(xi, xe)| xi = weixe − T}
and are depicted in Fig. 1(b). By definition of the nullclines,
the intersection of the curves define the equilibrium point,
which should be in the xe > 0, xi > 0 quadrant if we want
both units to be active. This immediately imposes wie > 1
and we+ ξγ− 1 > wei > 0. The LTU model is exponentially
stable if the excitatory units do not hit their threshold and
if the largest eigenvalue of its Jacobian is negative [11].
A straightforward calculation shows that this is true when
1 − (we + ξγ) + wiewei > 0, meaning that the system
gain must be finite. An intuitive explanation to the persistent
activity state is the following: in the absence of inhibition,
the system would be unstable and its activity would increase
exponentially. However, the inhibitory unit, which activates
only when it reaches its threshold T , has a gain large enough
to keep the excitatory unit under control. This positive and
negative feedback act as soft boundaries for the activity of the
excitatory LTUs thus creating the attractor state.
We are interested in cases where the persistent activity states
exists only when the two pairs are coupled (ξ = 1). The
condition for no persistent activity state when ξ = 0 is
therefore we < 1. On the other hand, to ensure that the
persistent activity exists when the two units are connected
(ξ = 1), γ must verify: γ > 1− we.
The model presented above has only one active state. It
can be extended to incorporate more states by adding an
additional excitatory LTU per desired state (see [5] for a
detailed presentation). When the values of I1 and I2 are
chosen such that they are unable to activate a new state while
another state is active, unless the given transition is allowed
(for example when the excited state is positively biased by
(a) Visual stimulus (b) DVS output
(c) DVS Raster plot (X-Position) (d) DVS Raster plot (Y-Position)
Fig. 2. Visual stimuli and DVS output. (a) The target was a dark circle over a
white background, initially moving horizontally to the right (gray arrow), then
pausing 2s before moving either to the lower–right (green arrow) or to the
upper–right (red arrow). (b) Example of the DVS output. The axes respectively
represent the X-Y coordinates of the events and the color encodes for time.
The scattered events around the main stimulus is due to spontaneous activity
in the DVS. (c) and (d): raster plots of the DVS column–wise activity and the
row–wise DVS activity sent to the respective multi–neuron chips (see Fig. 3).
Because the DVS is designed to respond to temporal contrast, no activity is
generated when the target remains stationary (0s > t > 1s, 3s > t > 5s, t >
7s).
the active state), then the network is able to perform state–
dependent computation [5]. As a result, when the network is
in an active state and it is stimulated in a region where ξ = 0,
its activity will remain ”stuck” in its last valid state.
The principles described in this section are used as guidelines
for the neuromorphic implementation of a state-dependent
processing system, which is described in the next section.
III. APPLICATION TO A MULTI-CHIP SYSTEM WITH VISUAL
SENSORY INPUT
A. Description of the neuromorphic setup
The VLSI multi–neuron chips used in this work consist of
low–power I&F neurons with dynamic synapses [12], [13].
The chip has been fabricated using a standard AMS 0.35µm
CMOS process, and covers an area of about 10mm2. It
contains 124 excitatory neurons with local hard–wired self,
1st, 2nd, 3rd nearest–neighbor recurrent excitatory connec-
tions and 4 inhibitory neurons (all–to–all bi–directionally con-
nected to the excitatory neurons). When properly configured,
the hard–wired connections implement a soft WTA. Each
neuron receives input currents from a row of 32 afferent
plastic synapses that use the Address-Event-Representation
(AER) [14] to receive spikes.
We can interface the chip to a workstation using dedicated
boards, allowing us to stimulate the synapses on the chips,
monitor the activity of the neurons [15], and map events
from one neuron to a synapse belonging to a neuron on
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Fig. 3. AER connectivity between the multi–neuron chips. One chip is
stimulated by the columns of the DVS (Raster plot of Fig. 2(c)), and the
other chip is stimulated by the rows of the DVS (Raster plot of Fig. 2(d)).
The bi–directional connectivity is represented by the matrices between the two
chips and was set during an initialization procedure (see Sec. III). Each black
dot in the matrix shows that the particular connection is active. As discussed
in Sec. II-A, persistent activity states are created in regions where the two
chips are connected. As a result, the location of the activity between the two
chips will be constrained by the connections between them.
the same chip and/or on a different chip. Therefore arbitrary
connectivity patterns can be implemented in addition to the
local hard–wired couplings.
We have implemented the model described in Sec. II with
two multi–neuron chips, stimulated by an AER asynchronous
64 × 64 Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) that responds to
temporal contrast [16]. The conditions described in Sec. II-
A were manually verified. In particular, the chip parameters
related to the weights we and γ were manually tuned until no
persistant activity state was observable when ξ = 0.
The DVS was stimulated by an LCD screen presenting a dark
circle over a white background (see Fig. 2(a), generated by
VisionEgg software [17]).
The column–wise activity of the DVS was retinotopically
mapped to the first multi–neuron chip and the row–wise
activity was retinotopically mapped to the second multi–
neuron chip (see Fig. 2). The connectivity between the two
multi–neuron chips was set manually during an initialization
procedure where the DVS was stimulated in the absence of
recurrent connectivity between the two chips. The response
of the two chips was respectively recorded in two matrices
A1 and A2 representing their 5ms–binned firing rates. The
neurons of the two chips were then bi–directionally connected
together with probability 0.7 if they had fired during the same
5ms–time bin. i.e. the i, j elements of the connectivity matrix
were computed with Mij = m if [A1 · A2]ij > 0, where
m = 1 with probability 0.7 and 0 otherwise (see Fig. 3). At
the end of this procedure, the system had encoded the relation
representing the measured X–Y trajectories of the stimulus.
During the testing phase the network was stimulated with the
stimulus used for the initialization procedure, and its response
was recorded (see Fig. 4, Top). Because the chips were
stimulated in regions where their populations were connected
(ξ = 1), the activity of the system followed the input, reached
its final position and remained in a persistent activity state.
However, when the network was stimulated with the incorrect
stimulus, as shown in Fig. 4 (Bottom), its activity remained at
its last valid location due to the lack of recurrent connectivity
between both populations (ξ = 0). Depending on the noise and
the mismatch of the system, we also observed cases were the
activity died out as a result of sudden increase in inhibitory
feedback.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
When the parameters of the neurons were (manually) tuned
within the range discussed in Sec. II-A, the recurrent AER
connectivity between the two chips gave rise to persistent
activity, that was stable even in the absence of external stimuli.
In the example shown in this work, the system was able to
accept or reject the trajectory of the target, without precise
timing of its motion or direction of movement. This example
illustrates state–dependent processing of an event–based visual
input using a network of recurrently connected VLSI circuits
implementing soft WTA.
Although the features related by the network were the X
position and the Y position of a moving target, one could
easily extract low–level features of the visual stimulus such as
orientation bars or Gabors using additional layers of neurons,
and apply the same principles discussed in this work.
We observe in Fig. 4 that the activity occasionally resists the
drift induced by the stimulus. This is due to the mismatch
in the transistors which create persistent activity states which
are more or less strong. We also observed cases where the
activity died out after it was stimulated in a region where
the two chips where not connected (ξ = 0). This was due to
the effect of mismatch, because of its occurrence in the same
location within the array of neurons. These effects reduce the
performance of the system, in future work we will include
a learning step to our initialization procedure which will
automatically adapt the connection probability between the
two chips such that it would compensate the mismatch in the
transistors.
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